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Abstract 

This paper is aimed at analyzing the management methodology, work and institutional decisions 

of Patchogue Medford Public Library in Patchogue, New York against the recommendations and 

“model” standards of the literature. First the institution is profiled using a SWOT analysis in 

order to examine whether or not the library meets its self-declared mission. This evaluation is 

followed by recommendations. The second part of the paper focuses on an in-depth analysis of 

the many facets of management, considering interview responses, empirical observations, the 

academic opinion (where applicable) and the research team’s conclusions. It is concluded that 

while the library is usually capable of meeting the most basic needs of the population, and has 

demonstrated an interest in innovation, there is room for improvement. 
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An Analysis of Management Methods and Institutional Design at Patchogue Medford Public 

Library 

Administrative librarians and the management decisions they make form the foundation of 

institutional work, efficiency and stability. Traditional models are dependent upon the decisions 

of managers: these individuals must apply the resources allocated to them in order to accomplish 

an institutional mission. This paper is an analysis of one such institution’s management scheme. 

Patchogue Medford Library was selected because it is a prime example of a library which 

had in previous decades met the local needs of the community with excellence and is struggling 

to adapt to our new web 2.0 world. Herein is a story of many libraries across the nation, who 

waylaid by the lightning tempo of technological trends, must offer new services on increasingly 

limited budgets, and adapt traditional methodologies to new norms or else lose their utility 

altogether. It is not enough in our day, as we will see, to perform the legacy functions of a 

library: house and maintain physical collections of records. These anachronistic institutions are 

dissolving, changing their fundamental nature or closing their doors to the public. The story of 

Patchogue Medford Library is a story of our times, a reflection on how changing technology has 

possessed and manacled our actions to novel expectations.  

At the heart of this change effecting librarianship is the manager who must address it. This 

paper examines the managerial methods, trends and decisions behind Patchogue Medford 

Library. In order to do so two interviews were undertaken: one with the director of the library 

(Dina McNeece Chrils) and one with a reference librarian (Rona Dressler). The interviews 

(Appendices A and B) focused on topics ranging from basic information queries such as who 

administers the library to more open ended requests for professional opinions on topics such as 

technological innovation in the workplace. One interview represents the professional opinion of 
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the administrator while the other represents the professional opinion of the employee “on the 

ground.” Appendix D provides basic statistical information about the library that was not 

provided. These interview responses and the observations of the research team are compared 

against the opinions and standards of the academic community in order to create an exhaustive 

analysis of the library’s management.  

But before such an in-depth analysis of management theory and application can take place 

the library is profiled via SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis. The 

library’s self-declared objective is weighed against the reporting and observations of the research 

team.  

SWOT Analysis 

Objective: “The Mission of the Patchogue-Medford Library is to provide educational, cultural 

and recreational opportunities for the community, and to facilitate and support the informational 

needs of every community member. The Patchogue-Medford Library is a community resource 

and a center of intellectual freedom which acquires, organizes and disseminates books, non-print 

materials and services that help educate, enrich, entertain and inform.” (official website) 

 Helpful 
To achieving the objective 

Harmful 
To achieving the objective 

Internal origin Strengths 

• Computer lab  
• Online tutors and reference 

librarians 
• Attempt at dissemination of 

eBooks and audiobooks through 
SuffolkWave 

• Offers free internet access  
• “No more to cuts” information 

campaign to combat decreased 
funding 

• Attempt at helping to integrate 
ESL folks through citizenship 

Weaknesses 

• Ineffective use of human 
resources  

• Insufficient web presence 
and utilization  

• Lackluster, out dated 
website  

• Uninspired staff, 
incompetent pages and 
clerks 

• Lackluster offering of 
community services 

• No real community 
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classes, conversational English 
groups etc 

• Good networking with other 
Suffolk County public resources 

• Helpful staff 
• Well organized, administrated 

collections 
• Willingness to change 

interaction  
• Computer lab has limited 

hours  
• Lack of trust in community 

visitors = top down 
approach which relies 
heavily on professionals to 
offer services 

• Lack of creative impetus 
External origin  Opportunities 

• Digitize microfilm collections 
• Update website 
• Marshall community resources 
• Self-service? 
• Web 2.0 “any time, any place” 

library a la Wikipedia  
• After hours service/collaborative 

programs 
• Free wireless internet countywide 

program coming operational 
• Open access  
• Become a creative force in the 

community 
• Digitization of collections  
• Revisit staff policies, expectations 

and qualifications  

Threats 

• Lack of Web 2.0 interactivity 
• Greatly decreased public 

funding 
• Homeless consider library a 

refuge 
• Proximity to main street 

means library is used as a 
walkthrough to back roads 

• Internet is preferred by the 
community for information 
retrieval 

• Visitors consider staff 
friendly but lazy 

• Politics are not in favor of 
increased funding or 
attention 

• Local political corruption 
paralyzes innovation   

Figure 1. An illustration of the SWOT analysis. Discussion to follow.  

Discussion 

Strengths 
Patchogue Medford Library offered standard features of a community library until the 

last two years or so when it began to adapt to the new style of information retrieval that 

consumers are becoming accustomed to. Successful strides have been taken in offering digital 

resources such as online tutor and reference librarian access, as well as gradual digitization of old 

cassette audiobooks. An especially admirable and successful effort is the SuffolkWave project, a 

new website, slickly designed to web 2.0 standards, which offers eBooks to Suffolk County 

residents. SuffolkNet (free internet access to Suffolk County citizens) continues to be offered, 
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although still as dial up. The web site is updated to include these new digital resources, and is 

kept relatively up to date. An attempt is being made at using the website as a portal to offer 

announcements about new library programs and exhibits, most of which are attempting to target 

the younger web 2.0-saavy generation. On the “front page” of the website right now is an exhibit 

on the “Dark Knight” aka Batman, a topic which might be of some interest to the comic book-

loving generation Y.  

 Another admirable strength of the library has been its interest in engaging the large 

population of Hispanic immigrants which in the recent decade have flocked to the Patchogue-

Medford area. As the community composition is shifting to include a large population of 

Hispanics, the library is offering programs to learn and experiment with English. In this sense the 

Patchogue Medford library is not “out of the loop.” 

 As the proposed 2010 Suffolk County budget threatens to decimate library funding the 

institution has also wisely networked with the “no more cuts” lobby program. How effective this 

lobbying effort has been, remains to be seen, yet the inclination and propensity to engage the 

public politic to ensure the security of library resources is strength in itself.  

 Ultimately the library functions as a decent library: the collections are adequate, 

maintained properly, serve the expectations of the public and the staff is helpful and at least 

superficially willing to address the many threats lurking overhead. While these traits may not be 

exceptional, they are strengths. 

Weaknesses 

One of the most telling issues within the library is the utilization of human resources. 

Pages and clerks sit idle for sizable portions of their salaried hours and are not required or 
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expected to produce creative work.  The professional staff appears uninspired, rarely interfacing 

the community at large.  

 The shift to web 2.0 interactivity and collaboration has been slow and half-assed. The 

website, while updated, has the look of a creation of the early to mid 1990s, and is a mess to 

navigate. The new digital resources of the library are gaudily and confusingly linked with no 

attention to order or accessibility. While the website functions, it does not flourish, there is no 

passion or creativity behind it, and functions merely as an ugly page of links leading to more 

useful networked resources. The library has made an effort to offer something to visitors which 

they cannot access at Wikipedia – namely, on call professional tutors and reference librarians to 

aid them, but they have poorly marketed and branded this resource and few people in the 

community know of it. The website offers internet access, but it is essentially the same service as 

was offered the first day of its operation, and the same can be said of the computer lab. The lab 

has arbitrary time constraints on access, as the current policy mandates that a page or clerk must 

be present in the lab when visitors are. This coincides with a general trend present within the 

library: a lack of collaboration, trust and interactivity between the professional staff and the 

public, the way of the “old guard” which is much at odds with the new face of information 

retrieval and access.  

 In this way the library is still stifled by doctrinaire and moribund principles and has yet to 

fully embrace the Wikipedia world that we now inhabit. 

Opportunities 

Most of the opportunities for the library focus on making decisions about the nature of 

the library and a reallocation of resources. While there are commonly idle clerks and pages at the 

reference desks, we might use that labor elsewhere to help digitize the library experience, in turn 
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increasing public awareness. First, decisions must be made to move forward toward new IR 

methods, and second, squandered human resources must be reassigned to appropriate those 

goals. In this sense the majority of the opportunities present lie in untapped resources.  

 The new library must be universal, collaborative and open to the public: a Wikipedia 

buttressed by the professional expertise of librarians. Efforts must be made at Patchogue 

Medford library to offer the resources to the consumer that they are looking for by increasing 

access. This coincides generally with digitalization; the collections which lie unknown now 

might be offered to the public in a new and responsive form. Why should the consumer be forced 

to search through reels of outdated microfilm after clumsily asking a librarian for access when he 

can query an intelligent database to search through a collection of .JPEG images in real time to 

find key images which only are red, or only contain human faces? What does the library offer 

over Google? Content, with the expertise to catalog it. Opportunity lies in creating, managing 

and broadcasting intelligent systems in order to digitize data, while engaging the public to 

collaborate with these systems in a creative process.  

 While this paper was being put together the library’s website was coincidentally 

completely overhauled. The initial implementation was not without glitches (broken links and 

missing resources) but the new web presence appears to be in the spirit of new web 2.0 

technology, interactivity and navigation. The reinvigorated presentation appears to be slanted for 

universal access of library resources and database systems. It is too soon to evaluate the function 

of this new portal, but the author must make note of this change for the sake of accuracy.  

Threats 

The most critical threat the library faces is national economic uncertainty and local lack 

of funding. 2009 saw unprecedented cuts in public funding for library and educational programs. 
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Corruption cases have become prolific and rampant in the past few years, paralyzing policy 

change and innovation. These issues threaten to enfeeble libraries to such a degree that they will 

no longer be the places known to us in our youth.  

 The public increasingly prefers the use of the internet for their IR needs: it is faster, fun 

and convenient. This trend is sounding the death knell for the traditional library model. If 

Patchogue Medford library does not adapt more readily, it will fail.  

 As the library is physically positioned on Patchogue Main Street, noise is sometimes a 

problem, as well as distractions caused by citizens cutting through the library grounds to reach 

backstreets. The homeless problem in the area has spilled into the library: the homeless use it as 

a refuge, especially during the winter months, and this may be alienating visitors.  

 Lastly, based upon anecdotal reporting, visitors consider the staff to be lazy due to their 

idling, which threatens to estrange them from interfacing with their expertise. 

Management analysis 

   We faced several challenges while trying to understand and analyze the performance of 

Patchogue Medford Public library management. First, the responses to our interviews were brief 

and not very informative. Second, the statistics and data available on the website lacked the 

details and depth necessary to link the quality of library resources and services with specific 

management decisions. However, the long range plan of service document available on the 

website provided valuable information on specific steps the library plans to take in order to 

provide their community with quality library services and resources. What follows represents our 

best effort to identify key issues facing Patchogue Medford Public management and to discover 

and suggest possible solutions.  

Hierarchical organizational structure and rigid management style 
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Although the library’s organizational structure is not publicly available, the two 

interviews along with relevant information from the website seem to suggest that Patchogue 

Medford Public functions within a highly hierarchal organizational structure. At the top of the 

pyramid, the library director holds the power, authority, and ultimate responsibility for the 

library. Ms. Dressler sees the library director as the sole “administrator” while Ms. Chrils, the 

library director sees herself as the one “who manages all” within the confines of “policies and 

budget” set by the Library Board. It is most likely that the library heads listed on the website 

report directly to the director. 

The rigid library management style might be responsible for what Ms. Dressler describes 

as “little communication from above.” Ironically the library director seems to be unaware of the 

perceived lack of communication when she assesses that communication and staff morale is 

“good, as far as I can tell.”  Ms. Dressler’s response suggests that the quarterly “all staff” 

meetings and monthly department head meetings do little to improve communication, let alone 

collaboration between library staff members.   In addition, “regular” staff members seem to lack 

valuable information in order to “see” the bigger picture of their own library’s operations. For 

example, Ms Dressler does not have access to critical statistical information such as number of 

actual users in the service area. Also, when it comes to assessing and evaluating the internal 

“workflow and user flow” Ms. Dressler seems out of the loop while the library director provided 

no comment on the subject.  It is also apparent that library staff members lack a shared vision in 

regards to the future of the library. When discussing possible changes in the future, the library 

director provided little details aside from listing technological and demographic changes, 

whereas Ms. Dressler in her own words “can see changes in the future, but cannot identify 

them.” The lack of collaboration, communication and shared vision might be the reason behind 
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the fact that the library staff is perceived from the outside as lacking involvement and having 

little energy and enthusiasm in their day-to day activities.  

In a recent article about the future of the libraries, Carson Roger laments that fact that 

although libraries have been fairly aggressive about adapting emerging technologies to support 

their critical operations, they have been not been good at “fundamentally rethinking” their 

organizational structures. He goes on to say that “the boundaries that we (the librarians) 

established around our operations are falling by the wayside in the face of new technical, 

economical and social imperatives” (Rogers, 2009).  Many researchers seem to agree that the 

best organizations are those that encourage individual involvement in the context of a 

participative structure.  True leaders recognize that the accomplished work is ultimately the 

result of a group of people (with various individual gifts) working towards a common goal.  

A thorough analysis of their internal organizational culture could help Patchogue Medford  

Library staff rethink the way they function and interact as an organization dedicated to 

serve their users. Equipped with valuable feedback from all its members, the library should take 

practical steps to improve collaboration and communication and ensure that both leaders (board, 

directors, department heads) and members (professional and paraprofessional) are fully invested 

in a common mission, vision and strategy.  Although “improving communication among 

departments” is listed as one of the strategic goals of Patchogue Medford library (Patchogue-

Medford Library), their solution of “increasing the number of full staff meetings and adding 

professional staff meetings” seems to falls short of providing a true collaborative and 

participating structure. The library should create venues such as teams and focus groups in which 

staff members can review results (based on relevant data), assess changing realities, and work 

together to renew both their strategic goals and action plans. Evans and Ward also agree that by 
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“empowering teams, the staff gains greater motivation to achieve the goals they have helped to 

set for their service” (Evans & Ward, 2007, p. 345). 

In addition to ongoing face-to-face meetings, the library should make use of powerful and 

readily available collaborative tools. Staff wikis, for example, could be easily employed to allow 

for true collaboration and relevant feedback. The leadership should also provide more 

opportunities for professional development and life- long learning. They should keep “the 

playing field” level and provide genuine and equal growth opportunities for all library staff.  

Creativity and risk taking should also be encouraged so each individual staff member can reach 

his or her potential.   

Diversity 

Patchogue Medford Public, like most public libraries, faces several challenges while 

striving to fulfill their mission of providing library and information services to a diverse and 

changing population. Unlike academic or special libraries, public libraries must meet the 

information needs of entire communities, which are by far more culturally and linguistically 

diverse. Although the library has made some progress in providing tailored services to their 

growing Spanish- speaking community, Ms Dressler voices the concern that diversity is still a 

challenge. Since no specific information is provided and considering her statement that the 

growing Spanish-speaking population is considered the major change in the user base, we can 

only speculate about the ways in which diversity could be a challenge at Patchogue-Medford 

Library. One potential problem could be the language barrier between staff and their non-English 

speaking patrons. Another possible challenge could be the library’s staff lack of diversity as a 

group. Last, library staff might feel that their overall collections and resources do not reflect the 

diversity of their local community. 
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 While the data provided in the long range plan document shows a significant Hispanic 

population (about 13, 37% percent of the total population) the information is based on the 2000 

census data which is nine years old. The library should plan for ongoing community assessment 

to help develop a realistic strategy to deal with their perceived diversity problem. In addition to 

census information, local neighborhood organizations, city, school and social services agencies 

could provide resources to aid the process of community analysis.  Using up-to-date, data-backed 

statistical information the library could employ several strategies to improve their services to 

non-English speaking patrons. First, English classes (for speakers of other languages) could be 

expanded by establishing partnerships with local institutions including ethnic organizations such 

as churches and cultural centers. This could be accomplished with minimal budget investment.  

Second, the library could tap into the local community resources by actively seeking volunteers 

from various ethnic groups. In addition, pamphlets and signs containing information in various 

languages could prove helpful to patrons.  What is more, the library can use available and 

affordable technology to implement multilingual menus not only on the website, but also on their 

library catalog and possibly on the client workstations, checkout counters, and phone menus. 

Staff diversity in a multicultural context might be another issue that needs consideration. 

A great deal of research data and literature is available about the implications of diversity in the 

workplace. However there are no ready, “out of the box solutions” for diversity issues. One place 

to start for library would be to initiate open and transparent dialogue between staff members 

regarding their diversity concerns.  As a team, they could rethink their strategy and find ways in 

which they can recruit qualified members of various ethnic groups. American Library 

Association (ALA) has made diversity as one of their five key action areas and provides 

programs, guidelines, and publications to promote diversity (American Library Association, 
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2009).  Patchogue Medford Library should make use of all these resources. Volunteers from the 

local community could also bring more diversity into the day-to-day library operations.  Many 

public libraries are targeting their young patrons as library aids and at the same time fulfilling a 

long-term goal of marketing the library profession to their own diverse community. Partnerships 

with foreign libraries, including staff exchange and common project collaboration could help 

equip Patchogue Medford library staff to work in a global context. 

As far as the collection diversity is concerned, the solution is straight-forward. Although 

no information is available on the website to assess the library’s collections by language or 

subject, a search of the local catalog shows that most materials are only available in English. 

Patchogue Medford library needs to expand their foreign print and online resources. In addition,  

by partnering with local ethnic organizations and foreign libraries, the library could establish a 

donor base and receive valuable collection development advice.  

Observations on Physical Plant 

 The library is composed of a long central hall, filled with reference and reading desks, 

with adjacent open floor access to collections, exits leading to the outside main street on either 

side. A basement has a similar structure to the main floor, although the north side of the building 

is dedicated to staff offices, activity rooms, a conference room, a computer room and other 

administrative and support facilities. Lightning is sufficient although sporadic: some areas of the 

collections on the main level are dark, although still navigable. The building is situated in such a 

fashion so that the center has tables for reading while the flanks are used for reference support: 

there is where the librarians and pages are seated. This is problematic in the sense that most of 

the cross-plant transportation occurs in the central grounds, creating a bustle for those attempting 

to study. Visitors must also pass through the central area, creating additional distractions and 
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traffic. As reviewed in section 1, since the library is in a position that connects the mainstreet of 

Patchogue to the back roads surrounding it, the traffic passing through is not only restricted to 

library visitors. A notable portion of the traffic in the library is accordingly unnecessary.   

 Signage is prominent and effective. The entrance to the building is reminiscent of Soviet 

construction: a prominent, plain, black brick face, with bold white text running across to signify 

its identification.  

 

Figure 2. A sketch of the view from main street. Note the prominent signage. Source: official 

website.  
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Figure 3. The entrance to the library.  

 Interior signage is also effective, if rather pedestrian. Bold black letters designate the 

function and identity of various sections of the library and smaller laminated suspended posters 

inform visitors of upcoming events and institutional policies. Those which were observed while 

the author was visiting were in English, which is potentially troubling considering the growing 

and large Hispanic minority within the Patchogue Medford area.  

 

Figure 4. The  “homework central” area near the front reception desks. Typically manned by a 

librarian tasked with assisting with school work, this area is usually highly active with children, 

parents and teenagers. Note the sign in the background. Source: official website.  
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Figure 5. One of the various signified areas of the library off to the side of the central hall. Note 

the prominent raised lettering. Source: official website. 
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Appendix A 

Interview with Dina McNeece Chrils, Director  

Subject: Re: Patchogue Medford Library Grad Work 
From: Chris Krause  
Date: Wed, 11 Nov 2009 11:32:24 -0500 
To: Dina Chrils  
 
Ms. Chrils,  
 
Thank you so much for your time. I know that legally I can demand basic information through a 
FOI request (state programs can't run anything "under the radar"), but wouldn't you agree that 
FOI requests don't necessarily involve the professional opinions and reflections of state workers? 
If you have anything else to add, any disinformation or comments, feel free to remark - our task 
is to analyze a library in depth, is there anything else that you would like an outsider to consider? 
In any case, thank you for your time, if you like I can send you the final research paper our team 
produces.  
 
Sincerely, 
Chris Krause 
 
 
Chris - I have put my response in red. I just want to note, however, that nothing that you are 
asking is what I would consider information you cannot receive from public sources. In NY State 
most libraries - there are a few exception based on the way they were chartered - are subject to 
the Freedom of Information Law and most library information (except certain personnel issues) 
is available to anyone who asks.  

Who administers the library? The Library Board sets policies and proposes a budget to the 
public. The Library Director carries out the day to day administration within the confines of 
those policies and that budget.  

How many hours is the library open per week (evening/ weekend hours) (Has this changed in 
the past 5 years?) 69.5 from October through May. 65.5 during June/July/August/September (no 
Sunday hours). There has been no change in the last 5 years. 

When was it established, what have been the key developments since opening? The Library 
was chartered in 1900 so there have been many significant changes since its inception.  Some 
specifics - in the 1970's we were designated the Central Library for Suffolk County - we receive 
some funding from NY State to develop special collections for use by all residents of the county.  
See this link to our website for more information on this: 
http://www.pmlib.org/index.php?q=central   The move to a ILS in the 80's and the ensuing 
computerized catalog, our cooperative venture with the School District in opening a 
"neighborhood Center" in one of the Elementary Schools to make it more convenient for people 
at the northern edge of the district http://www.pmlib.com/index.php?q=nc 

http://www.pmlib.org/index.php?q=central
http://www.pmlib.com/index.php?q=nc
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Number of Staff (professional/ paraprofessional/ other) 26 FTE professional, 60 FTE all other 

Who manages whom? The Director manages all - but generally speaking Librarians manage 
clerk and pages, and higher level clerks, i.e. a Principal Clerk, would also manage lower level 
clerks and pages. 

What is the qualification and experience of professional staff?  The qualifications are 
established by Civil Service see job descriptions which you can find at: 
http://www.co.suffolk.ny.us/departments/civilservice.aspx - do a search by job title then select 
Category - you can narrow by Library Titles 

What is communication and morale like between staff? Good, as far as I can tell. We have 
monthly Department Head meetings and quarterly all staff meetings.  We also have a Staff blog 
and circulate an internal "newsletter" that lists the day’s events and other items of interest for the 
staff. 

How is scheduling handled? Already answered 

Are there clear differentiations of professional/ support tasks? Already answered 

How do librarians and staff present themselves? Are managers clearly identified? Already 
answered 

Budget Issues? How is the budget spent?  Budget process: I request input from the Department 
Heads, I create a budget. The Board of Trustees reviews the budget makes suggestions for 
additions and deletions always keeping their eye "on the bottom line". You can review the things 
that the budget is spent on at: http://www.pmlib.com/sites/default/files/budget09.pdf   The 
budget is then submitted to the voters of the district. 

Who funds the library? The public via their Taxes 

Have funds increased/ decreased over recent years?  Funds have generally increased. 

Are funds covering the same percentages over the last 5 years? 

Services and Programs Provided?  Yes - too many to list. Please look at our website: 
http://www.pmlib.org/  If you browse by department you will see a wide range of services 
offered, and there is a link to the monthly calendar of events. 

The Next few questions can be answered by reviewing our 2008 report to the public at: 
http://www.pmlib.org/sites/default/files/2008_rpt.pdf 
How frequently are these used? 

Users / Non-Users 

http://www.co.suffolk.ny.us/departments/civilservice.aspx
http://www.pmlib.com/sites/default/files/budget09.pdf
http://www.pmlib.org/
http://www.pmlib.org/sites/default/files/2008_rpt.pdf
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Number of Potential Users in the Service Area 

Number of Actual Users in the Service Area (Including breakdown of user types, if 
appropriate) 

  
 Libraries in NY State are chartered as educational corporations by the Board of Regents. There 
is a helpful guide at: http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/charter/index.html  We are chartered and 
have been since 1900.  The State also establishes minimum standards - you can find them here:  
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/ministan.htm 
  
  

Standards/ Accreditation 

Is the library accredited?  

If so, who accredits, and what are the standards? 

Does it have to meet any other standards? 

Economic challenges are always present. Balancing the demand for programs and services as 
well as those of the Unionized Staff in the context of what the community can afford to pay is 
always tough. 

Challenges or Problems 

Has the user base changed in any ways in the past five years? Yes - the Patchogue-Medford 
Community is experiencing an influx of Hispanic immigrants.  We do what we can to offer ESL 
and citizenship preparation classes to this new group. If you look at our Long range Plan of 
Service on our website, you will find demographic information for our community in the 
http://pmlib.org/sites/default/files/Long_Range_Plan_09-14.pdf 

Do you see changes in the future? 

Technological and Demographic Changes 

How are users accessing the library? Our users access the library most often in the traditional 
way - walk-ins, but we have seen a steadily increasing amount of electronic use as we monitor 
"hits" on our website and also in the number of downloadable items that are checked out. 

Is there a change in circulation or library use? If so, what types of change? There has been a 
slight increase in circulation, but we see more attendance at programs that we have in the past. 

What technological innovations has the library introduced, and how successful have they been? 

http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/charter/index.html
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/ministan.htm
http://pmlib.org/sites/default/files/Long_Range_Plan_09-14.pdf
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The Library’s Physical Plant The library building is 55 years old - formerly retail space, on 
Main Street in Patchogue.  It is a 2.25 story building. The Main floor, recently renovated, houses 
The Adult and reference collections, the YA Department, all AV materials, the circulation desk 
and staff space. On the lower level is the Children's Library, meeting rooms, our IT and 
Processing Departments and storage space. The Quarter floor at the top of the building is the 
business office, staff room and board room.   

The age of the physical plant presents challenges. The main floor was renovated two years ago to 
improve traffic flow and increase the number of computers we could offer patrons. This year we 
replaced our 55 year old boiler with a more energy efficient one and are looking forward to 
savings in fuel this winter.  We are in the planning stages of a re-design of the Children's library 
with a goal of next Fall - it will depend on how much aid we can get. 

How is the library laid out? 

Does the workflow and user flow make sense? 

Does the library seem to comply with  ADA?  YES 

How is the space used? 

Study space (square feet, cubicles) 

 
Sincerely, 
Chris Krause  
 
 
 
Chris - I have answered below. We can conduct the "interview" via email - I have no objections 
to that. Send your questions. 

On Tue, Nov 10, 2009 at 11:02 AM, Chris Krause <krause@krauselabs.net> wrote: 
Ms. Chrils, 
 
Greetings, I am a grad student at San Jose State University in the MLIS program, a Patchogue 
citizen, and was hoping you could supply some basic "behind the scenes" information about your 
library for a project myself and some classmates we are working on. This is information that 
only a director or administrative librarian would be privy to, and cannot be succinctly or 
definitely gleamed from external research sources. In order to best represent your library in my 
research, I hope that you can help answer some questions such as:  

How is scheduling handled? I am assuming you are talking about the coverage at the Public 
Service Desks - i.e. Reference, Circulation etc. Each Department Head scheudles for the public 
service desk as their experience, time of day etc. tells them.  The Library Board and I set the 
general "schedule" for the Library - i.e. the days we will be open, icnluding Sundays. I often 

mailto:krause@krauselabs.net
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make recommendations to the Department Heads about levels of staffing on Sundays and 
holidays.  But the day to day is left to them. 

Are there clear differentiations of professional/ support tasks? Yes. The Library is governed by 
the Suffolk County Civil Service job descriptions which you can find at: 
http://www.co.suffolk.ny.us/departments/civilservice.aspx - do a search by job title then select 
Category - you can narrow by Library Titles 

How do librarians and staff present themselves? I'm not sure what you mean by this. 
Are managers clearly identified? Library employees all wear identification badges which include 
the Department they work in and their title. Department Heads are required to have thier full 
names on the badges. 

Budget Issues? There are always budget issues, and this economy makes it more challenging. 
How is the budget spent? 

...and some dozen others.  

I would be very pleased to conduct an "interview" of sorts over email or by phone - if you or an 
informed employee can find the time. I know I am not entitled to such, and I ask of your input on 
this project out of hope for love of our discipline and institutions. I hope to hear from you soon, 
and thank you graciously for your time.  

Sincerely, 
Chris Krause 

 
 

 
 
 
--  
Dina McNeece Chrils, Director 
Patchogue-Medford Library 
54-60 East Main Street 
Patchogue, NY 11772 
631-654-4700 ext. 300 
 
 
 
 
--  
Dina McNeece Chrils, Director 
Patchogue-Medford Library 
54-60 East Main Street 

http://www.co.suffolk.ny.us/departments/civilservice.aspx
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Patchogue, NY 11772 
631-654-4700 ext. 300 
 
NOTE: FOR UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PLEASE SEE APPENDIX D.  
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Appendix B 

Interview with Dina McNeece Chrils, Director  

 
Subject: Re: Patchogue Medford Library Grad Work 
From: Chris Krause  
Date: Thu, 12 Nov 2009 15:06:05 -0500 
To: Patchogue-Medford Library  
 
Ms. Dressler, 
 
Thank you so much for your time.  If you have anything else to add, any disinformation or 
comments, feel free to remark - our task is to analyze a library in depth, is there anything else 
that you would like an outsider to consider? In any case, thank you for your time, if you like I 
can send you the final research paper our team produces.  
 
Sincerely, 
Chris Krause 
 
 
 
Chris, 
  
Answers below: 

On Thu, Nov 12, 2009 at 12:21 PM, Chris Krause <krause@krauselabs.net> wrote: 
Ms. Dressler, 
 
Library Science 204 (Section 11), Professor Wayne Disher. 
 
Thank you so much for your time. Feel free to be as specific as possible - I am looking primarily 
for professional reflections and opinions. Anything you choose to disclose will not be shared 
with anyone else besides my classmates and professor, none of whom are Suffolk County 
citizens.  
 
Here are the questions, feel free to skip over any you don't feel inclined to answer (some are 
basic questions that you need not answer, but feel free to comment on anything related to the 
topic):  

Who administers the library? 

The Director 

How many hours is the library open per week (evening/ weekend hours) (Has this changed in 
the past 5 years?) About 70 hours/week. This has remained the same for the past 9 years. We 

mailto:krause@krauselabs.net
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close on Sundays in June and reopen in October, so for those months, decrease the open hours 
by 4. 

When was it established, what have been the key developments since opening? 

The Library was established in 1900. It has moved a few times and have been in our current 
location since about 1980. We have moved to the modern age and now have computers located 
all over the 2 floors for patrons. 

Number of Staff (professional/ paraprofessional/ other) 

About 170 

Who manages whom? 

The Director is in charge of the building and outside networking. She has an asst director. we 
have several Dept hds _Ref/Computer Services, YAAV, Circ, Graphics, Children's, Tech 
Services. Each dept hd is in charge of their respective staff. 

What is the qualification and experience of professional staff? 

All librarians must have an MLS. All have been librarians for many years, except for the new 
hires, which are about 5. 

What is communication and morale like between staff? 

Staff gets along with each other for the most part. the dept hds do try to communicate amongst 
each other, but there is little communication from above. 

How is scheduling handled? 

Each dept does their own. I go by a signup sheets that staff enters if they need time off or are 
going to a workshop then put them into slots so the desk is covered by 2 librarians at all times. 

Are there clear differentiations of professional/ support tasks? 

Yes, for the most part. 

How do librarians and staff present themselves? Are managers clearly identified? 

Not really 

Budget Issues? How is the budget spent? 

Budget is put up to a vote in April by the Board. Each dept is allocated a certain amount and we 
are responsible for keeping within the budget. 
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Who funds the library? 
Taxes 

Have funds increased/ decreased over recent years? 

They have increased a little. This year we will beputting up a budget of less than 1% 

Are funds covering the same percentages over the last 5 years? 

No, telecommunications has changed, health insurance, HVAC all have impacted our budget. 

Services and Programs Provided? 

We provide numerous programs. Link to our calendar; 
http://evanced.info/pml/evanced/eventcalendar.asp 

How frequently are these used? 

Every day 

Users / Non-Users 

Number of Potential Users in the Service Area 

Over 55,000 

Number of Actual Users in the Service Area (Including breakdown of user types, if 
appropriate) 

hard to determine without doing extensive lists 

Standards/ Accreditation 

Is the library accredited? 

Yes 

If so, who accredits, and what are the standards? 

New York State  and the we abide by the Dept. of education rules 

Does it have to meet any other standards? 

Challenges or Problems 

Diversity 

http://evanced.info/pml/evanced/eventcalendar.asp
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Has the user base changed in any ways in the past five years? 

More Spanish speaking population 

Do you see changes in the future? 

Yes, but can't define them 

Technological and Demographic Changes 

fully networked, one for staff and one for patrons. WiFi enabled 

How are users accessing the library? 

Via web or in person 

Is there a change in circulation or library use? If so, what types of change? 

Increase in ILL's from other libraries int he county to us and vice versa. 

What technological innovations has the library introduced, and how successful have they been? 

E-book readers, downloading from Overdrive 

The Library’s Physical Plant 

How is the library laid out? 

Children's, graphics, Tech Services, Computer services, cutodians on the lower level; YAAV, 
Reference, Adult, Circ on the main level; business and admin on the 2nd floor. 

Does the workflow and user flow make sense? 

Sort of 

Does the library seem to comply with  ADA? 

Not in all areas. Shelvin in adult and Children's is too narrow  for wheelchair use. 

How is the space used? 

We're in an old department store that has been renovated. 

Study space (square feet, cubicles) 
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Study room for 10 people, and 5 tables seating 3 each for study. Does not include computer 
tables. 
 
Sincerely, 
Chris Krause   
 
I hope this answers some of your questions. There are a number we can't be specific on since 
we're in flux at this time. 
 
Chris, 
  
Before we answer these questions, can you identify the school course and professor to establish 
some authority? I'd be glad to answer them via email. 
  
Thank you 
  
Rona Dressler 
Reference 

On Tue, Nov 10, 2009 at 11:06 AM, Chris Krause <krause@krauselabs.net> wrote: 
Greetings, I am a grad student at San Jose State University in the MLIS program, a Patchogue 
citizen, and was hoping you could supply some basic "behind the scenes" information about your 
library for a project myself and some classmates we are working on. This is information that 
only a director or administrative librarian would be privy to, and cannot be succinctly or 
definitely gleamed from external research sources. In order to best represent your library in my 
research, I hope that you can help answer some questions such as:  

How is scheduling handled? 

Are there clear differentiations of professional/ support tasks? 

How do librarians and staff present themselves? Are managers clearly identified? 

Budget Issues? How is the budget spent? 

...and some dozen others.  

I would be very pleased to conduct an "interview" of sorts over email or by phone - if you or an 
informed employee can find the time. I know I am not entitled to such, and I ask of your input on 
this project out of hope for love of our discipline and institutions. I hope to hear from you soon, 
and thank you graciously for your time.  

Sincerely, 
Chris Krause  
 
 

mailto:krause@krauselabs.net
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--  
Patchogue-Medford Library 
54-60 E. Main Street 
Patchogue, NY 11772 
(631) 654-4700 
Fax (631) 289-3999 
 
 
 
 
--  
Patchogue-Medford Library 
54-60 E. Main Street 
Patchogue, NY 11772 
(631) 654-4700 
Fax (631) 289-3999 
 
NOTE: FOR UNANSWERED QUESTIONS PLEASE SEE APPENDIX D.  
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Appendix C 

Credits 

Chris Krause: 

Interview and aggregation 

Abstract 

Paper Formatting, template, preparation and presentation  

SWOT analysis 

Introduction and plan 

Figures 

Physical plant observations 

Statistics 

Daniela Matei:  

Statistics 

Research 

Management Analysis 

Megan Wagner: 

 ( We attempted to contact her multiple times, there was no response. ) 

Erin Bradley:  

( After some significant delays we were able to get in contact with Erin. After some 

excuse making she agreed to contribute to the project but did not meet internal due dates. 

In the end she did not contribute anything. ) 
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Appendix D 

Patchogue Medford Library Statistics 

 

2009-2010 Year 

Source: Official Website 

 

Collections: almost 300,000 books, 3,200 magazine and periodical subscriptions and over 30,000 

audiovisual items. 

 

The library is open approximately 70 hours per week and employs 26 FTE library professionals 

and 60 FTE support staff.  

 

Residents of the Patchogue-Medford District holding library cards: 32,332 

No of items borrowed: 569,117 

Number of Library-sponsored programs: 1,779 

Attendance of library sponsored programs: 35,834 

Usage of meeting space: 813 times by 16,260 community members 

Homebound items delivered: 331 times 

Library computers usage: 82,328 times 

Summer Reading Clubs: 845 children, 168 adults 

Number of website hits: 767,082 

Total Operating Budget: $7,787,429 
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2006 year 

Source: Newsday.com http://www.newsdayinteractive.com/community/libraries.php?id=42 

Borrowers/Holdings 
Library visits 523,868 
Population served 50,724 
Registered borrowers 32,594 
Total holdings 428,212 
Square footage 48,000 
Staffing 
Director Judith Gibbard [ed. note: it’s our interviewee now]  
Director’s salary $133,024 
Total staff(Full-time & part-time) 90 
Levy 
Average household tax levy $372 
Budget 
Budget $7,201,765 
Fund balance/surplus $1,997,104 
Spending 
Staff expenditures $4,648,659 
   % of total budget 65% 
Collection expenditures $815,681 
   % of total budget 11% 
Capital spending $114,792 
Spending per borrower $221 
Travel expenses (2002-07) -- 
Consultant expenses* $32,545.70 
 
Neary libraries Budget Borrowers Holdings 
PATCHOGUE-MEDFORD LIBRARY $7,201,765 32,594 428,212 
BAYPORT-BLUE POINT PUBLIC LIBRARY $1,833,171 11,163 121,859 
SOUTH COUNTRY LIBRARY $2,332,267 17,124 129,438 
SAYVILLE LIBRARY $2,432,624 14,476 134,554 
SACHEM PUBLIC LIBRARY $7,593,136 61,548 303,548 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. An illustration of the SWOT analysis. Discussion to follow. 

Figure 2. A sketch of the view from main street. Note the prominent signage. Source: official 

website.  

Figure 3. The entrance to the library.  

Figure 4. The  “homework central” area near the front reception desks. Typically manned by a 

librarian tasked with assisting with school work, this area is usually highly active with children, 

parents and teenagers. Note the sign in the background. Source: official website.  

Figure 5. One of the various signified areas of the library off to the side of the central hall. Note 

the prominent raised lettering. Source: official website. 

 

 



 

Figure 1 

 Helpful 
To achieving the objective 

Harmful 
To achieving the objective 

Internal origin Strengths 

• Computer lab  
• Online tutors and reference 

librarians 
• Attempt at dissemination of 

eBooks and audiobooks through 
SuffolkWave 

• Offers free internet access  
• “No more to cuts” information 

campaign to combat decreased 
funding 

• Attempt at helping to integrate 
ESL folks through citizenship 
classes, conversational English 
groups etc 

• Good networking with other 
Suffolk County public resources 

• Helpful staff 
• Well organized, administrated 

collections 
• Willingness to change 

Weaknesses 

• Ineffective use of human 
resources  

• Insufficient web presence 
and utilization  

• Lackluster, out dated 
website  

• Uninspired staff, 
incompetent pages and 
clerks 

• Lackluster offering of 
community services 

• No real community 
interaction  

• Computer lab has limited 
hours  

• Lack of trust in community 
visitors = top down 
approach which relies 
heavily on professionals to 
offer services 

• Lack of creative impetus 
External origin  Opportunities 

• Digitize microfilm collections 
• Update website 
• Marshall community resources 
• Self-service? 
• Web 2.0 “any time, any place” 

library a la Wikipedia  
• After hours service/collaborative 

programs 
• Free wireless internet countywide 

program coming operational 
• Open access  
• Become a creative force in the 

community 
• Digitization of collections  
• Revisit staff policies, expectations 

and qualifications  

Threats 

• Lack of Web 2.0 interactivity 
• Greatly decreased public 

funding 
• Homeless consider library a 

refuge 
• Proximity to main street 

means library is used as a 
walkthrough to back roads 

• Internet is preferred by the 
community for information 
retrieval 

• Visitors consider staff 
friendly but lazy 

• Politics are not in favor of 
increased funding or 
attention 

• Local political corruption 
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